Drinking Water Discharge MINIMUM Required BMPs
Per State Water Resources Control Board, Order WQ.2014-0194-DWQ, General Order No. CAG140001

SETUP
- This setup should be placed at each flow path location

DECHLORINATE
- Put Dechlor strip across entire flow path
- No loose tablets!
- Replace tablets as needed
- Dechlor strips needed downstream if flow is high

CONTROL SEDIMENT
- Slow the discharge with dams (1 or more gravel bags minimum per dam, more as needed)
- 2 dams MINIMUM (more dams as needed)
- Keep sediment buildup below curb
- Use additional gravel bags to direct flow through BMPs as needed

PROTECT DRAIN INLET
- Use mesh fabric filter mat to cover DI
- Surround with gravel bags (use more as needed)
- Provide same protection at additional DIs downstream as needed

DOCUMENT
- Take pictures to document the BMPs

FINAL CLEAN UP
- Sweep, shovel into bucket, or use vacuum if available
- If wash down required due to public safety hazard, allow to drain WITH BMPs IN PLACE, then shovel again into bucket
- Remove BMPs only when job is complete